
Notes:
By signing up as a partner, you become a corporate member of the Science Oxford Centre.
All sponsorships, unless separately agreed, last for 5 years.
All benefits are annual for the life of the agreement.
For larger gifts, a multi-year payment option may be available.
Donations may be eligible for UK tax relief and VAT will be added where appropriate.

Benefits matrix
Partner level Value Private use 

of Theatre
Private event in the 

Discovery Zone
Free school 

visits (40 pupils)
Annual tickets to centre 

for public events

Platinum £50,000 1 1 3 30

Gold £25,000 1 X 2 20

Silver £15,000 X 1 1 20

Bronze £10,000 X X 1 10

Supporter £5,000 X X X 10

Kapla Challenge
Using simple Kapla wooden blocks, 
this exhibit allows visitors to try 
out a variety of engineering design 
tasks of increasing complexity.

PARTNER
AGREED

Build a Graph
A new exhibit designed by Science 
Oxford, it encourages visitors to 
explore probability using dice to 
create an interactive graph.

NEW
EXHIBIT

Tower of Brahma
The exotically-named tower is a 
mathematical game that allows 
visitors to develop their logical 
thinking and problem-solving skills.

Sort It!
Sort It! is a game where visitors 
can select and sort a collection 
of objects according to their own 
criteria and invite each other to work 
out their categorisation.

Domino Windows
A maths challenge involving 
dominoes will test children of 
different ages and abilities while 
also allowing further discovery 
back at school.

NEW
EXHIBIT



Sand Sculptures
Designed to explore magnetism in a 
very hands-on way, the magnetic black 
sand clings to two large magnets, 
creating incredible spiky formations. 
Visitors can manipulate the sand to 
form their own creations.

Sound Bite
This exhibit allows visitors to have the 
unusual experience of hearing sound 
through bone conduction rather than 
through vibrations in the air.

NEW
EXHIBIT


